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PROFESSIONAL DESCRIPTION

AUTOMATIC CHROME-PLATED CITRUS SQUEEZER with LEVER  , of the highest quality , working with mechanical or manual
pressure on the pine cone :

top of the range model , ideal for visible use and a worthy complement to any bar counter;
body in chromed ABS ;
rotation activated by the pressure of the lid on the pine cone ;
removable stainless steel tray ;
completely removable squeezing pine cone ( in polycarbonate or stainless steel at your choice);
unified pine cone for lemon , orange , grapefruit ;
the special shape of the pine cone is designed to exploit only the pulp without damaging the peel;
speed 900 rpm ;
switch;
operating microswitch ;
double microswitch with supplement;
dim.mm.200x320x530h max.

CE mark
Made in Italy

TECHNICAL CARD

power supply Monofase
Volts V 230/1

frequency (Hz) 50
motor power capacity (Kw) 0,45

net weight (Kg) 8
breadth (mm) 200

depth (mm) 320
height (mm) 530

AVAILABLE MODELS



€ 537,78 
VAT escluded
Shipping to be calculed

Delivery from 8 to 15 days

€ 610,87 
VAT escluded
Shipping to be calculed

Delivery from 8 to 15 days

VM-2072/EL

TECHNOCHEF - CHROME AUTOMATIC CITRUS
JUICER, with polycarbonate cone
AUTOMATIC CITRUS JUICER with LEVER, body in
chromed ABS, removable stainless steel tray, speed 900
rpm, version with polycarbonate cone, V.230 / 1,
Kw.0.45, Weight 8 Kg, dim.mm.200x320x530h

VM-2072/LL

TECHNOCHEF - CHROME AUTOMATIC CITRUS
JUICER, with stainless steel cone
AUTOMATIC CITRUS JUICER with LEVER, body in
chromed ABS, removable stainless steel tray, speed 900
rpm, version with stainless steel pinecone, V.230 / 1,
Kw.0.45, Weight 8 Kg, dim.mm.200x320x530h
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